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exasperated people who had been obliged by the strike to
walk miles in the heat of summer, climbed on to the trams,
tore down the flags, and beat up the drivers. The same
afternoon students, nationalists, and arditi sacked the Avanti
offices and broke up the machines—with the usual result :
the Chamber of Labour called a general strike. None the
less it was only thanks to the police that the Epoca presses,
which had produced the Rome edition of the Avanti, were not
broken up. That evening some socialist deputies, among
them Modigliani, were seriously wounded, and during the
same month fascists, arditi, and legionaries burnt the
Balkan, the headquarters of the Slovene organizations at
Trieste.
These were but the first signs, outpost skirmishes, left to
local initiative and enterprise, and carried out by the fascist
and nationalist irregulars. Meanwhile the capitalist classes
were steadily organizing themselves. On March 7, 1920,
when labour troubles were at their worst, the first national
conference of Italian industrialists assembled at Milan and
formed the General Confederation of Industry. This
included all the great and three-quarters of the lesser
industries, and being closely allied with the Association of
Limited Liability Companies was to have a preponderating
influence on national life. During this conference a complete
and detailed plan of campaign was drafted and everything,
from the centralized organization of all manufacturers to
the methods of combating the workers' syndicates, and the
political restoration of Giovanni Giolitti, was laid down.
At the beginning of April the new alliance won its first
success by crushing the general strike at Turin—the strike
over c summer time '. Soon afterwards, on August 18, the
General Confederation of Agriculture was formed and
rapidly expanded to embrace every form of agricultural
property and industry, great and small. No longer would
manufacturers and landlords fight in stray units. To the
erratic and localized efforts of the workers they could now
oppose a defensive and offensive force organized on a
national and strongly centralized basis.
Giolitti's return to power1 was the chief symptom of the
1 P. 65.

